
Holistic
approach to
insoles

Getting connected

QEHS management software

for protection of the newly
enhanced Environmental

DustTrak Photometer along with
newly designed robust key

components. The long-life
pump, built-in auto zero
module, and optional
heated inlet and internal
heater accessories are said
to enable longer runtime
and measurement accuracy
and have the ability to

accommodate varying temperatures
and humidity. Stand G36
Tel: 01494 459200

By using Jalas safety footwear in
combination with Jalas FSS insoles,
Ejendals believes it should be
possible to avoid many foot, knee,
hip and spine related problems
caused by environments such as
concrete floors in combination with
poor shock absorption in safety
footwear.

Built from the ground up, the first
module of enviroMANAGER from
Scannell Solutions – enviroLAW –
was released in 2003 and was soon
followed by the RISK and
INCIDENT modules.

Today, enviroMANAGER, with a
full suite of modules, is in its fourth
full release. It provides a fully
integrated enterprise solution that is
designed and built by QEHS
professionals to enable
organisations to conform to legal
and other requirements, reach
sustainability goals and to drive

excellence throughout their
business.

Scannell Solutions says key
differentiators of its
enviroMANAGER versus other
software solutions are the fully
integrated workflow design and the
base line of legal content as a key
component of the workflows across
the various modules.

Fully mobile-enabled with SaaS,
delivered or hosted versions are
available to fulfil all IT preferences.
Stand K24 
Tel: +353 21 230 7076

FSS insoles are adapted to three
different arch heights and are auto
corrective when it comes to
overpronation. All the insoles are
certified for use inside safety footwear
marked with the Jalas brand name.

Pressure mapping with an FSS
foot scanner takes 15 seconds. Two
different versions are available – a
portable and a stationary option.

FSS is said to offer a solution to
many long term foot-related issues
and is a servicethat comes to you.

Ejendals will be exhibiting at
Health & Safety North: Stand K22
Tel: +46 (0) 247 360 00

Casella will showcase its recently
launched dBadge2 personal noise
dosimeter and Apex2 personal
sampling pump at Health and Safety
North.

Connected via the Airwave App
to a mobile device, the dBadge2
makes monitoring personal noise
exposure methods simple and
enables noise measurement in real
time and without disruption to
workers.

Apex2 is said to combine class
beating performance with a slim
ergonomic design and Bluetooth low
energy, so users can view or send
data and control the pump from a
smartphone. Like the dBadge2, the
units also include a motion sensor to
facilitate wearer compliance. 
Stand C14
Tel: 01234 844100

Think training -
and more
Visitors to RRC International’s
stand at Health & Safety North won’t
just find all the information they
need on RRC’s expanding range of
health, safety, environment and
quality training products – they will
also have the chance to win prizes
and pick up free items.

Those who register their interest
in one of the company’s courses will
be given a free pair of RRC-branded
JSP safety glasses (while stocks last).

They can also enter a prize draw
to win a free IOSH Leading Safely
course for delivery in-house to up to
10 senior managers.

And, of course, visitors will be
able to take away samples of RRC’s
training materials and classroom and
e-learning courses. Stand E14
Tel: 0208 944 3100

Four solutions,
one platform
Having specialised in e-Learning
solutions for many years, Safety
Media has introduced new software
that comprises four modules built
within one simple-to-use online
platform. Modules include:
•  E-Learning – More than 100
courses, 80 of which are RoSPA
approved Health & Safety titles.
•  Incident Reporting – Registered
staff can log in and report accidents
or near misses in a few simple steps.
•  Risk Management – Relevant
people can build and complete
business-wide risk assessments and
report on risks completed as part of
the Safety Media risk checklists
function built.
•  Audit tool – The ability to build
and distribute audits to global sites
from a central location. Stand G28
Tel: 0845 345 1703

Anti-vibration
glove
Impacto Protective Products
specialises in the design,
manufacturing and distribution of
custom ergonomic products to help
prevent cumulative trauma and
repetitive strain injuries.

A recent addition to its ergonomic
hand and wrist protection line is the
AVPRO anti-vibration glove. 

The mechanic style glove
combines comfort with a good fit.
Full finger style boosts hand
protection. The glove is padded, with
patented foam technology in the
palm, fingers, thumb and
thumb/web area to help prevent
Hand-Arm Vibration syndrome  and
White Finger Disease. 

It also features a non-slip textured
palm with elasticised back, and
elastic wrist with adjustable hook
and loop closure. 
Stand J32
Tel: 0800 0280 243

Available from TSI Incorporated, the
Environmental DustTrak Aerosol
Monitor is a built-for-purpose
solution that facilitates accurate,
long-term outdoor
environmental monitoring.

Conveniently packaged in
three configurations, this
monitoring solution makes it
easy to setup and quickly
begin monitoring levels of
PM10, PM2.5 or both
simultaneously. 

The system is housed in a
compact, weather-proof enclosure
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